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DIGITAL BUSINESS | New Frontiers in Management
February 4 – 6, 2016

DIGITAL CONVERGENCE OF A NEW BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM
The three-day conference on 'Digital Business: New Frontiers in Management' saw a host of prominent
academicians, industry leaders, young professionals and media personalities, on a common platform and
exchanging diﬀerent ideas and perspectives on the subject matter.

Plenary Speakers
s Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, CEO and DG – NIELIT
s Dr. Vishnu Nanduri, Data Science and Analytics Leader| IoT | Machine Learning | Reinforcement Learning| Watson Analytics
s Prof. S. Sadagopan, Director (President) – IIIT B
s Dr. Sriram Jayasimha, Founder – Signion
s Mr. Aluri Srinivasa Rao, Managing Director, India - Morgan Stanley Private Equity
s Dr. Gurumurthy Kalyanaram, Management consultant and a corporate advisor

Best Paper Awards Winners
Best Research Paper Award:§ Prof. Ray Titus & Dr. Debashish Sengupta :- Assessing Causative Factors prompting Digital Content & Device Adoption
among Young Indian Readers - Alliance School of Business, Alliance University, Bengaluru.
§ CMA Jayashree Ramanan & Dr. K.P.V.Ramanakumar :- “FABIB” MODEL FOR STUDYING THE ONLINE GROCERY SHOPPING
BEHAVIOR - SCSVMV University, Kanchipuram, Tamil Nadu.
Highly Commended Papers:§ Surendra Saxena & Sirish Venkatagiri :- Leading Digital Transformation - Using digital technologies for enabling
radical business improvements - Christ University, Hosur Road, Bengaluru.
§ Adhithya Arunraja, M.Sathish & R.N.Balamurugan :- Ongoing Research on Customer Loyalty towards M-Commerce
with Respect to Gen-Z - PSG Institute of Management, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu.
§ Veena Shenoy & Niveditha Jha :- Role of Cloud Learning in Indian Education System - Krupanidhi School of Management,
Bengaluru.
IFIM Business School, Bangalore's No.1
private Business School, hosted its 10th
International Conference - CONVERGENCE
2016 at the IFIM campus between 4th – 6th
February 2016. The three-day conference, on
‘Digital Business: New Frontiers in
Management’ saw a host of prominent
academicians, industr y leaders, young
professionals and media personalities, on a
common platform sharing and exchanging
diﬀerent ideas and perspectives on the subject
matter. The 10th anniversary of Convergence,
comprised of participants, partners and L-R Dr. Gurumurthy Kalyanaram, Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Dr. Vishnu Nanduri,
collaborators witnessing a symposium of Prof. S. Sadagopan and Dr. Madhumita Chatterji at the launch of Convergence 2016
papers and case presentations, round table
discussions and plenary sessions by imminent speakers from the ‘digital’ world.
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Prof. S. Sadagopan laid
emphasis on the ‘Internet of
things’. He said that every
product sold should be
connected to the internet
to transfer data. On
analyzing this data,
organizations and owners
of the product can know
the status of its
whereabouts and
functionality. Prof.
Sadagopan also said that
Algotrading is a new
technique to look out for to
enrich digitization.

L-R Mr. Lakshmi Kant, Mr. Sriram Jayasimha, Mr. Jayas Damodaran and Mr. Rajeev Mishra

The conference started on 4th February 2016 with speeches by
Key Note Speakers & Distinguished guests. The Chief Guest at
the Inauguration was Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, CEO and
Director at NIELIT, Government of India. The panel included
Prof. S. Sadagopan, Director /President – IIITB, Dr.
Gurumurthy Kalyanaram, who is a leading professor,
management consultant and corporate advisor along with Dr.
Vishnu Nanduri who is a Data Science & Engineering
practice leader, IT operations analytics, at IBM. The Chief
Guest’s inaugural speech involved Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma
speaking about Digitization eﬀorts by the Government of India.
He explained that our honorable Prime Minister Mr. Modi wants
to initiate the process of establishing State Data Center Scheme
where data can be stored and organized in a local place. The
Government of India also plans to work holistically and use
digitization to provide services at the doorsteps of citizens.
However, all activities through technology need to have a
deﬁned path and execution plan, for this purpose, data
highways are being built throughout the country for quick and
easy transmission of data. Another new initiative is user-friendly
and universal access to phones and the Public Internet Access
Program. Electronics manufacturing is also going to be
increased in India and more IT and digital – centric jobs
supporting digital business shall be made available for the
youth.
Dr. Sharma concluded his speech by saying he strongly
believes that adopting technology is the only thing that can
drive business. He then predicted that the technological
advancement over the next 100 years is going to overtake the
past 2000 years.

D r. V i s h n u N a n d u r i
addressed themes like
Business Analytics and Big Data in Digital Business, E-commerce,
digital marketing and HR, Transforming society through digital
platforms and a detailed analysis on the Role of ‘Internet of
things’ in digital business. Dr. Nanduri was of the opinion that
organizations know how to store data, but not how to use it.
People do not realize that there is a need to process and analyze
data to make life easier since there are societal implications of
analytics. He also highlighted the impacts of businesses going
digital which include- better customer experience, operation
eﬃciencies like cost, time & physical resources, increased
competition and better prices for consumers. He has predicted
that analytics in the future will have a holistic view involving
Business intelligence, data science, machine learning, data
mining, statistical modelling and pattern recognition.

The ﬁrst plenary session was conducted by Mr. Sriram
Jayasimha, Chairman and CTO of Signion who has authored
40 peer-reviewed publications, and has obtained over 20 US
and European patents, in signal processing and
telecommunications applications. Mr. Sriram spoke about
integrating all aspects of the digital ecosystem into a common
platform. He stressed on the importance of various digital tools
converging with each other. Initially, he explained on how
automation of processes in digital business is essential as
automated methods help us understand what to do and when,
rather than just focusing on execution with manual planning.
Mr. Sriram explained that digital businesses today need to
predict ﬂow using analytics. Everyone from diﬀerent business
verticals are aligning towards digital marketing.
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The ﬁrst panel
discussion was
conducted on 'Digital
Business: New
frontiers in
management' with
s p e a k e r s l i k e M r.
Rajeev Mishra (Digital
H e a d , W I P R O ) , M r.
J aya s D a m o d a ra n
(Jiyo Natural Pvt
Limited, CEO, Boston
T e c h n o l o g y
Corporation) and Mr.
L a k s m i K a nt (C E O
Head Hunters). The
panel moderator was
Mr. Sriram Jayasimha
(Chairman, C TO,
Signion Technology).
The panel opened with
Mr. Sriram asking Mr.
L-R Ms. Geetika Goel, Mr. Amit Mahensaria, Prof. Kalyanaram, Mr. Thimmiyya and Prof. Khaled Azam
Lakshmi Kant about
the process of matching people to organization requirements,
panel discussion by agreeing that digital business truly will
and how this happens digitally. Mr. Lakshmi Kant replied that it is
contribute to new frontiers in management.
easier to recruit and ﬁnd people online rather than physically.
On the second day of Convergence 2016, the Plenary Discussion
Newspaper ads are very expensive, and the number of wanted
was
conducted by Dr. Manas Chatterji-Professor of
ads in the newspapers or traditional media has signiﬁcantly
Management, Binghamton University, State University of New
dropped. HR analytical software is being adopted by an
York,
1976 - Present. According to Dr. Chatterji, business
increasing number of companies enabling digital convergence.
analytics is application of quantitative and mathematical
When asked about his views, Mr. Jayas Damodaran explained
modelling in areas of business development. Data has grown
that there needs to be a conducive digital ecosystem to sustain
largely over the past few years and accordingly many subjects
a business. For example, e-commerce retailers like big basket
have grown over time. He cited the examples of political science
and fabmart started around a decade ago, but since the
and geography due to satellite information and data. He also
common man was not used to online orders , cash on delivery
emphasized on concerns about amount of data getting
etc. the business did not take oﬀ. In today's times since the
generated and using it in a productive manner. He also
digital ecosystem itself has developed, it has proved to be
emphasized on the application of big data in the ﬁeld of
supportive, and the once in despair companies are now market
Econometrics. Econometrics is the application of mathematics,
leaders. Mr. Damodaran highlighted the fact that three factors
statistical methods and computer science and is described as
inﬂuence digital business– Mobile, Social and Analytics which
the branch of economics that aims to give the factual content to
form the pillars of convergence.
economic relations. The problem does not lie in capturing the
The next panel member, Mr. Rajeev Mishra said that there is a
data but in predicting the use of it. He mentioned inventory
diﬀerence between digitization and digital. Digitization is the
management, order management; digital campaigning can be
actual process of aligning towards digital business like
integrated in the upcoming e-commerce sector using big data.
infrastructure, cables, internet connections etc. The digital
He also speciﬁed that conﬂict management and peace can be
world is much more complex and we have to look at it from a
the next upcoming area which needs a study on it based on big
holistic approach. It is empowering customers as well as dealers.
data. A management student should have knowledge of
conﬂict not only about cross- border territories but in
Mr. Jayas Damodaran further added that digitization is a part
organization
as well. The aim of conﬂict management is to
of life and its inﬂuence will keep growing. Analytics today can
enhance learning and group outcomes, including eﬀectiveness
judge the mood and requirement of a consumer and suggest to
or
performance in organizational settings. Need for security is
them what they need. Even MIS system has become outdated.
also
governed by big data today.
Today and in the future of digital business, only reﬁning analytics
and processes is the way forward. Mr. Sriram then concluded the
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The plenary conversation was followed by a panel discussion on
'Digitization of Education: Scope, Limitations and
Applicability' with panel members Dr. Geetika Goel (CTO,
Jigsaw Academy), Mr. Amit Mahensaria (Co-Founder, Impartus
Innovations), Mr. Thimmiyya (Get Ahead Education), Prof. Khaled
Azam (Aligarh University) and moderated by Prof. Kalyanaram
(Professor, Management Consultant & Advisor)
Ms. Geetika Goel started the session by comparison of the
diﬀerence in delivery of primary education vs. a speciﬁc niche
topic like education in Business Analytics to adults. She gave a
speciﬁc example of how technology and digitization in
education is not available in remote locations. Instead of
uploaded videos and expecting students to download and
watch them, or stream the videos, organizations like Infosys
have taken steps to ensure that these videos reach even villages.
In Karnataka, they have translated the Khan Academy English
videos to Kannada and Hindi, loaded them into Raspberry Pi
systems connected to a projector. This is circulated to all the
schools even in villages. This is due to the insight and hope that if
not internet connection and computer systems, at least Indian
village schools will have electricity. Thus, this was one way to
ensure primary education reaches all through technology and
digitization.
Mr. Amit Mahensaria spoke about integration of technology
with education. He explained that a good teacher not only has a
natural talent for great delivery of content, but ensures
personalization according to the levels of the students. He
further added, that technology will never completely replace a
teacher, nor intends to. Instead, technology should be used to
empower the teacher, and deliver each element better. Mr. Amit
then gave an example of how IFIM Business School’s EPGDM in
Business Analytics program is using technology, live streaming
and digital lectures to reach out to a variety of students in
locations all over India.
Professor Khaled Azam contributed to the panel by discussing
two major problems in education that can be addressed
through technology or a digital medium – dropout rate and
attendance issues. There is a large diﬀerence in delivery of
education in the rural areas of our country as compared to
urban cities and metropolitans. Professor concluded by saying
that besides propagating digital ecosystem to support
education, getting an individual to align to this concept itself is
diﬃcult. Hence, it is essential to employ teachers/ professors
who are not in the education industry for just salary, but those
who are interested in innovation in education and transforming
students through digital exposure.
Mr. Thimmiyya, who was also part of the panel, gave the
audience and participants an insight into distance education.
He has been extensively using only technology and online
eﬀorts in promoting distance education. People must take
digitally delivered education seriously. Many recruiters were
reluctant to accept online degrees, and students were unable to
get placed. Thus, digital education and distance education
needs to ensure that students are actually getting ‘skilled’ with
this delivery system. Mr. Thimmiyya further added that he
agrees with previous panel speaker Mr. Amit Mahensaria, and

the digital divide in India is too vast. The ‘Digital India Week’ held
in 2015 should have instead been a ‘Digital India Year’ if we want
to see real progress in this area, across various industries,
especially education.
The last panel discussion on the second day of Convergence
2016 was on the topic: Business Analytics and Big Data: Are
we ready for the Big Leap? The esteemed panel members
included Mr. Sameer Dhanrajani (Global Business Leader,
Cognizant Analytics & Data Science, Cognizant Technology
Solutions), Mr. Samik Raychaudhuri (Senior Data Architect Infrastructure, 24[7]), Dr. S. Chandrasekhar (Director, Centre for
Business Analytics, IFIM B-School), Mr. T Rama Prasad (SAP Labs)
and moderated by Mr. Vijaya Kumar Ivaturi
Mr. Vijaya Kumar Ivaturi opened the discussion with the
statement that the latest buzz word in every company is ‘Big
data’. Only excelling in individual ﬁelds like mathematics,
statistics, or communication is not enough since Business
Analytics is a combination of science, art and engineering. Mr.
Vijaya Kumar asked the ﬁrst question to panelist Mr. Samik
Raychaudhuri, which was – what are the diﬀerences in
information models for business?
Mr. Samik replied that there are diﬀerent models for diﬀerent
kind of operations. In the recent past, Models supporting
predictive analytics used to analyze speech and text. To get realtime predictive analysis within milliseconds, there needs to be
evolution of data models and there needs to be a deﬁned
relationship between diﬀerent data models. In today’s times, it is
his observation that models fail in terms of scalability. They can
either choose to ‘scale up’ or ‘scale out’. The focus now needs to
be on speed and skilling, normalizing data models and
processes leading to eventual consistency.
Mr. T Rama Prasad from the panel said that analytics plays an
important part in daily functions of businesses. Information and
data from items, machinery and social media can be gathered
and analyzed. SAP HANA is something that can help all
businesses, but since it is very expensive many clients prefer to
use Open source, especially Hadoop and R. Hence, there needs
to be a shift in thinking from the cost standpoint. Businesses are
ready to spend more to get into advance analytics portfolio.
Tom Davenport, the guru of Digital Business has given us the
golden words that an organization can achieve greater assets,
equity and market share if they use Business Analytics.

L-R Mr. Sameer Dhanrajani , Mr. Samik Raychaudhuri , Dr. S. Chandrasekhar,
Mr. Vijaya Kumar Ivaturi and Mr. T Rama Prasad
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Mr. Sameer Dhanrajani was asked a question on the role of big
data analysis in business. He replied by saying it is extremely
important, and discretionary spending on the Internet of
things, Business Analytics and Cloud Analytics need to increase.
It is a 103 Billion dollar industry growing at 18%, which is the
highest in technology spend amongst the entire technology
industry. There is a transformation in consumption of data. Most
organizations claim to be data rich, but information poor. One
has to understand the client problem, and use big data analytics
to address the root of the problem. Transformation is only the
end product of the entire process.
Lastly, Dr. S. Chandrasekhar was asked about his view on skill
gaps in analytics. He commented that in present times and in
the future, it is of utmost importance to blend skill sets. If we do
not collaborate, the analysis will be wrong and the algorithm
will not make the client happy, nor solve the company’s
problems. Amalgamation of the various verticals of Business
Analytics is important, especially user interface experience,
design thinking, behavioral thinking and natural language. The
moderator then closed the panel discussion commenting that
it is important not only to know where the data is, but what to
do with it.
The journey Convergence continued to the ﬁnal day- 6th of
February, with a plethora of industrial minds thronging the
diaspora, which enriched the audience’s minds with ideas,
beliefs and a new way of looking at digital business. The last
topic for the concluding panel discussion was ‘The future of ECommerce’. Panel members included Mr. Shiv Kumar Krishna
Murthy (Director - Data Solutions, AIG), Mr. Shivkumar
Nagarjuna (Leading IP Accelerated Program, Capgemini), Mr.
Srinivas (Independent Brand Consultant), Mr. Avinash Thakur:
Global Practice HEad, Digital Business Sconsulting Group, Rapid
Value Solutions, Mr. Manish Chabbra (Director, Business
Analysis, DELL) and Mr. Ratnesh Pandey (Co-Foundor,
healthkhoj.com).

L- R Mr. Ratnesh Pandey, Mr. Avinash Thakur, Mr. Manish Chabbra, Mr. Srinivas R,
Mr. Shiv Kumar Krishna Murthy and Mr. Shivkumar Nagarjuna

Embracing the dais was Mr. Manish Chhabra, currently the
Director Business Intelligence at Dell. Being the moderator, he
set the ball rolling with future of e-commerce. He commented
that the ﬁrst three pages of a newspaper are jam-packed with
advertisements of unicorn companies. So is this is a big journey
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India is heading into or in near future we will get to know the
ground reality?
Mr. S. Srinivas, brand consultant and visiting faculty at IIM L,
paciﬁed many inquisitive minds in the crowd with his balanced
view that there might be growth of e-commerce industry with
the advent of big data but there needs to check some of the
tempered expectations that have happened so far. Today’s
change is lot faster with the IOT’s (Internet of Things), machine
learning, predictive analytics etc. So, although it is growing at a
faster pace it is shiny on outside with chances of being froth
rather than a bubble.
Mr. Avinash Thakur countered the point saying that ecommerce is just starting in India. On a customer perspective
there will be many companies arising suddenly, but on a
company perspective there will be a war on terms of survival of
the ﬁttest. Game changing factors will be innovation,
adaptability, mobile factors and obviously the internet
penetration.
Mr. Ratnesh Pandey took the word e-commerce in same
breath as digital business buttressing with examples of
government and healthcare. Every business is trying to reach
the customers pulling the digital content to the last possible
mile. Mr. Shivkumar Krishna cited the examples of how
technology plays changing role underpinning the fact with
mobile money, data driven decisions. He set forth the usages of
predictive analytics as well. Adding to that, Mr. Shivkumar
Nagarjuna said that today’s E-commerce will be valued in
commerce only. For example spectacle industry remains the
same with lens kart but the ‘e-part’ of it which is luring people
ultimately helps increase their revenue.
In conclusion, the panelists encouraged every participant that
best time is ahead of them. If anyone has the will, idea and
passion to follow their entrepreneurial dreams venture
capitalists will fund them. It is also the best time to be in India
especially if your idea is based on digital business or analytics.
Speaking about Convergence, Mr. Sanjay Padode, Secretary,
Centre for Developmental Education, said, "IFIM has been
conducting Convergence for the past 10 years, and each year we
provide a forum for discussion and collaboration at an
international level. This year we have themed the conference
‘Digital Business: New Frontiers in Management’. Given the
promise of the digital space in business, governance and
lifestyle of citizens today as well as the growing importance of
big data analytics, we at IFIM believe that the gap between
academic and industry thought must converge to make best of
both worlds. It’s time we collaborated to discuss and make sense
of the ‘digital’ world as we know it. Therefore, we decided to oﬀer
a platform to leaders, intellectuals, experts, and others to
debate this urgent and ubiquitous concern through this
conference.”
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ASSOCHAM awards IFIM Business School as the
“Best Higher Education Institute of the Year-South”
at the National Education Excellence Awards 2016

IFIM Business School, Bangalore was awarded as the ‘Best Higher Education Institute of the Year-South’ at the National
Education Excellence Awards 2016, organized by ASSOCHAM India. The award was received by Prof. Chowdari Prasad, Dean –
Planning & Development IFIM B School from Prof. Dr. Ram Shankar Katheria, Hon’ble Minister of State for HRD, GOI. The theme
for the event was ‘The role of higher education in leveraging the Indian innovation ecosystem’.
ASSOCHAM presented the awards to those who had
contributed signiﬁcantly in the ﬁeld of improving the quality in
education, delivery mechanism with emphasis on world-class
research and innovations in enhancing the development of
quality education, with employability in 2016. The award
serves as a symbol of recognition - for the valuable
contribution and excellent innovation by IFIM Business School,
thus setting a landmark in the education industry.
IFIM Business School has been at the forefront to build industry
connects for knowledge creation and to provide opportunities
to its students for applying their learnings in the real world. This
eﬀort was recognized by ASSOCHAM last year when IFIM
Business School was awarded the “Best in Promoting
Industry – Academia Interface”. IFIM Business School
continues to evolve its curriculum by adding innovative
interventions to enhance the employability of its students. This
year, IFIM has introduced personalized corporate mentoring to
help each student discover their strengths and build a career
path that best suits their aptitude. The institution has also
invested signiﬁcantly in developing laboratories in
collaboration with Corporate such as IBM and Prabhudas
Lilladher for building the competency of its students to use the
state of the art business tools. Furthermore, IFIM’s strategic
location in the heart of the Electronics City, the birthplace of

the IT industry in India, helps it to implement such innovations
with ease. The ambience of the set-up is positive and extremely
progressive.
Dr. Madhumita Chatterji, Director IFIM B School said
“Understanding the role of higher education in leveraging the
Indian ecosystem is essential. We don’t just prepare students for
a job or a role, but through innovative methods like ipped
classroom, design thinking and boot-camps equip them to
handle complex business situations and enable solutions. The
students can internalize concepts and ideas to apply them to
other situations”.
ABOUT ASSOCHAM: The Associated Chambers of Commerce
and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) India’s apex Chamber of
Chambers serving over 96 years having over 400 regional
chambers has been striving hard to bring desired reforms in
Education sector. ASSOCHAM has also positioned itself as the
“Knowledge Chamber” with 100 ASSOCHAM National
Councils, heading diﬀerent segments of Industry.
ASSOCHAM being the Member of MHRD Empowered
Committees and has undertaken many initiatives to bring
reforms in education especially in the country’s need to
improve the gross enrollment ratio in higher education, quality
of education with employability and skill development
January-February, 2016 | Face to Face | 09

Pongal celebrations at IFIM Hostel
Thai Pongal is mainly celebrated to convey appreciation to the
Sun God for providing the energy for agriculture. Part of the
celebration is the boiling of the ﬁrst rice of the season
consecrated to the Sun. This is the day we acknowledge all
those who assisted in making the harvest. The pots, burning
woods and the necessary ingredients were made ready the
previous night itself.
We started the auspicious day by preparing sweet and spicy
pongal in our hostel ground. Our hostel warden Mr. Raju Poojari
and the canteen chef helped us to prepare tasty food. All the
students were in traditional attire, and were very excited as it
was the ﬁrst pongal celebration in the hostel for our batch
(PGDM 2015-2017). Initially, we had an all-girls dance
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performance on a traditional Telugu song. This was followed by
a tug-of-war competition for boys. The boys were divided
themselves into two teams and played the game. There were
two rounds conducted, in which Team Apache emerged as the
winners. This game was really challenging and the crowd on the
ground were encouraging and motivating all the students.
Thereafter, participants made the traditional inauguration
sound where the ﬂuﬀy rice was cooked and raised out of the
pot. On the whole, the students had experienced the most
wonderful and a happy pongal in the hostel. IFIM is truly a home
away from home.
-Ms. Shanmoga Priya, PGDM (Batch 2015 -17)
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Alumni Connect: In conversa on with Mr. Praveen Thangaraj
Name: Mr. Praveen Thangaraj
Designa on: Proprietor
Organiza on: Grahalakshmi Enterprises (Trichy)
Work Experience: 4 yrs
Program/Batch: PGDM (2007-09)
Q1. Tell us about your domain and
your work proﬁle?
I commenced my own business in the
year 2013 in distribu on of Kitchen
Accessories, Appliances &
Hardwares items for the Brand ebco
& Hafele in central & south zone –
Tamil Nadu.
Q2: Can you please brieﬂy tell us
about your career path so far?
No w I a m E n t re p re n e u r w i t h
Marke ng & Admin experience of 4
yrs in various industries like, Tex les,
Cement & Locking systems. My
career started with Marke ng
Trainee in GER group of companies –
Bangalore for 1 year, later I shi ed to
Ramco cements – Chennai as Sales
Oﬃcer for 1 year, later I to Godrej
Locks – Chennai as Asst. Manager for
2 years. Now I am Proprietor for
Grahalakshmi Enterprises – Trichy,
distributor for Ebco & Hafele
products.
Q3: Is industry work diﬀerent from
what you learn at B-schools/ IFIM?
Not Exactly, since all the theory
statements are experienced in
prac cal method and all the live
projects we did in IFIM gave me
extended support for easy
understanding. I thank IFIM for
enabling us to experience the
industry connect and learn
professionalism right from day one.
Q4. From your experience, please
share how did your internship
experience help you at your ﬁrst job?
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As I said, the live projects and
Internship experience tune us to be
ready for the corporate world and
meet their expecta ons. In my view
the CGPA scores and placements are
i r re l e v a n t , o n l y t h e p r a c c a l
internship experience and selfconﬁdence will place you at higher
posi on. IFIM Business School’s
internship program truly helped us to
get the corporate exposure.
Q5. How do you think your
MBA/PGDM Program has added
value to your life, both professional
life and social/personal life?
My PGDM Program at IFIM molded
me to be a successful businessman.
We get chance to learn cross cultural
prac ces, the other side of corporate
expecta ons from industry
professionals, smart work in daily
rou ne, stress management and
mul tasking.
Q6: You must have spent memorable
me at IFIM. Do you miss being a
part of it? Please share a few good
memories?
We miss our Raju Poojari sir, and
playing Table Tennis at Hostel. We
had a very good me at campus with
our highly intellectual staﬀ and in our
free me we played TT with our
batch mates, seniors & Mr. Raju
Poojari. Since smart phones did not
rule us in those days we had a very
pleasant stay and memorable me in
hostel with friends.
Q7. What was your ini al thought
process when you joined IFIM?

“NEED TO BE A BUSINESS
TYCOON” – This is the vision I shared
with my professors & friends, and I
got lot of opportuni es to interact
with them and tell them about my
business plans. At IFIM, I ensured
that I did my projects related to my
areas of interest.
Q8. Brieﬂy take us through your life
at IFIM campus, both academic and
non-academic life?
I got a chance to prepare myself for
the corporate needs and gain wide
knowledge of business ac vi es
t h ro u g h va r i o u s p ro j e c t s a n d
classroom session at IFIM. Also our
cross-cultural interac on with our
batch mates made our life very simple
and enjoyable moments. We were
able to get diﬀerent perspec ves and
solu ons to the same problem.
Q9. You are a proud alumni of this
top B-school. What is the best part
of this B-school from a student
perspec ve?
The best part of being a B-school
student is upda ng oneself for the
current corporate requirement,
ﬁnding the opportunity behind each
problem, focusing more on the area
of interest rather than regular
university syllabus

.Q10. Tell us one of your IFIM student life secrets and
ps, which can be shared with the future aspirants?
Being Punctual to class and focusing on your studies &
projects within your personal area of interest is
important. Ensure that you interact with all kinds of
people which will make to learn how people view things
diﬀerently.
Q11. How would you like to give back to society and
what are your future plans?Any sugges on/guidance
for the future aspirants?

payment on my business proﬁts for be er future of the
needy people. Also my future plan is doing Export
business to various countries to gain global market shares
and earn foreign exchange for our government. So, once
you become a business person, I suggest you folks to
contribute your social responsibility by paying your taxes
promptly and construct our Na on.
Q12. Could you share with us a li le informa on about
your family and hobbies?
I am living with my wife at Trichy – Tamilnadu. Hobbies are
One hour of Fitness, Ten hours of Business on weekdays. I
am around the clock with family on weekends.

My contribu on to the society will be my PROMPT TAX

Alumni Connect: In conversa on with Mr. Brijesh Mishra
Name: Mr. Brijesh Mishra
Designa on: Regional Provident Fund Commissioner
Organiza on: EPFO, Ministry of Labor
Work Experience: Over 12 years
Program/Batch: PGDM (1995-97)

Q1. Tell us about your domain and
your work proﬁle?
I am a Group ‘A’ oﬃcer directly
recruited through UPSC. My job
basically involves provisioning of
social security to eligible members;
performing quasi-judicial func ons
as mandated by our ACT, looking
a er the compliance by eligible
employers; and general oﬃce
administra on.
Q2: Can you please brieﬂy tell us
about your career path so far?
I have had a varied career path and
served in various loca ons including
M u m b a i , Ko l k a t a , D e l h i , a n d
Allahabad. In my last pos ng, I was
t h e Re g i o n a l P ro v i d e n t Fu n d
Commissioner of Allahabad; and
headed an oﬃce that looked a er the
requirements of ﬁve districts, served
over 150000 subscribers and looked
a er the compliance of over 5000
establishment. This was a challenging
assignment in the sense that it was a
newly opened oﬃce and I was

assigned the task to steady it right in
the ini al days. Earlier, while working
as the branch head of the investment
func on at the Head Oﬃce in New
Delhi, I was instrumental in se ng up
the ‘Investment Monitoring Cell
( I M C ) ’. W e a l s o b r o u g h t i n
professional fund managers to
manage our funds, which was a
paradigm shi in how re rement
funds of millions of people in the
country are managed. Incidentally,
Em p l oye e s’ p rov i d e nt Fu n d
Organiza on (EPFO) currently has
over Rs 850,000 crore of investment
corpus with annual accre ons
touching about Rs 100,000 crores
now. I was among the ﬁrst three
oﬃcers who were involved in
monitoring the overall investment
ac vity at EPFO through the IMC.
Before joining EPFO, I worked as an
execu ve assistant to the CMD of
the New India Assurance Company
Ltd, which is the largest general
insurance company in the country, in
the capacity of an administra ve
oﬃcer.

I have also been taking sabba cals to
pursue higher studies in between. In
2005, I went to the Universiteit
Maastricht in the Netherlands to
pursue masters in ‘Social Protec on
Financing’. The course was about
applica on of actuarial science and
other tools in the domain of social
security. I passed the course with the
highest CGPA and was only one in
the batch to pass with a dis nc on.
In fact, right now, I am again on a 4year study leave to pursue my
doctorate from the Indian Ins tute of
Management, Indore (I joined the
FPM program here in 2014 in the
area of ﬁnance).
Q3: Is industry work diﬀerent from
what you learn at B-schools/ IFIM?
Even though I have been working as a
civil servant for long, the tools that I
learnt at IFIM have certainly been
suitably helpful in my oﬃcial
assignments. For instance, I ﬁrst
looked at a balance sheet of an
organiza on in our accountancy class
at IFIM.
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In my oﬃcial job, I have had
numerous occasions to go through
balance sheets of defaulter
establishments before assessing
their dues; a task made much easier
because of my training at IFIM. But
yes, there are so many things you are
taught in a B-School; you apply some
and tend to forget some. But, it
happens in any curriculum, o en to a
larger extent. In my opinion, an MBA
is more about learning subtle things,
exposing an individual to so many
diﬀerent dimensions of carrying out
a task and simultaneously ins lling a
sense of conﬁdence. This exposure
may get imbibed at the subconscious
level and may manifest itself as and
when needed.
Q4. From your experience, please
share how did your internship
experience help you at your ﬁrst
job?
For a fresher right out of gradua on,
as I was at the me of my internship,
it provided the ﬁrst brush with
func oning of a corporate. I wanted
to have an experience in HRM, so, I
did my summer internship in the area
of HRM despite my leaning towards
ﬁnance. Many people, including the
then director, thought I was more of
an HR person than ﬁnance! The
experience, however, was a good
one. Training in HR is never wasted
whatever may be your domain of
work. Success anywhere is a big
func on of how one interacts with
people.
Q5. How do you think your
MBA/PGDM programme has added
value to your life, both professional
life and social/personal life?
As I men oned earlier, an MBA
ins lls conﬁdence by working on so
many levels. You work against
deadlines, you work in teams, you
ﬁnd op mal (not necessarily the
perfect) solu ons, you get exposure
to so many disciplines in one shot (I
don’t know of any other program
where one gets inputs from the
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myr i a d ﬁe l ds of so ci o l og y,
psychology, public administra on,
economics etc.), and you a ain a
certain frame of mind that helps in
taking up challenges. All this keeps
you in good stead, whether in oﬃcial,
or social or even personal life. The
same has been the case with me I
suppose.
Q 6 : Yo u m u s t h a v e s p e n t
memorable me at IFIM. Do you
miss being a part of it? Please share a
few good memories?
We were the ﬁrst batch and hence
were very few around the old
campus. This created a very strong
bonding among us. Somehow I have
never been able to visit the old
campus (or even the new campus)
again, but hold very fond memories
of those mes. The management was
trying to make a mark right since the
beginning, which meant we had top
notch faculty even in the very ini al
phase. That was the me when many
ini a ves were taking place such as
launching a newsle er, or diﬀerent
area-wise clubs. In fact, I made a li le
contribu on by sugges ng the name
of the ﬁnance club as ‘Arthavri ’ (In
fact I suggested ‘arthavri ’, which is
money (artha) plus recurrence
(avri ), but Prof R P Banerjee, the
then ﬁnance faculty, thought I said
artha plus ‘inten on’ (vri ) and
hence ‘Arthavri ’). I don’t know
whether this name is s ll in vogue. As
regards my batch mates, most of us
are now reconnected thanks to
‘Whatsapp’.
Q7. What was your ini al thought
process when you joined IFIM?
I remember reaching the ins tute
the day before our scheduled launch
of the program. The director was
si ng in the main hall at the ground
ﬂoor supervising some carpentry
work that was going on. There was a
pub right adjacent to the entrance of
the ins tute. All of this was not very
inspiring, but gradually things turned
around a er the ini al teething

problems. Facul es were all very
good and very suppor ve. For an
ins tute that was just star ng oﬀ,
the infrastructure such as library,
computer lab, or even conveyance
facility (a bus was hired in the ini al
months to ferry us between the
hostel and the ins tute) were more
than adequate even as they were
ge ng scaled up.
Q8. Brieﬂy take us through your life
at IFIM campus, both academic and
non-academic life?
Even in those mes, it was a typical
MBA program. The syllabus was
apparently designed a er following
the curricula of other top-notch
ins tutes, hence we were either
hugely sleep-deprived or were
sleeping a bit too much (whenever
the schedule permi ed). I also had a
scooter, so Brigade and MG road
were never far-oﬀ on weekends. A
few of us were movie-buﬀs, so that
was also a big pas me.
Q9. You are a proud alumni of this
top B-school. What is the best part
of this B-school from a student
perspec ve?
As I told earlier, the management
was always bent on making IFIM a
well-recognized B-school and that
was very much evident even in that
very ini al phase. To me there are
few things that make or mar the
reputa on of a business school-the
quality of faculty, the quality of
students, the quality of curriculum,
the quality of the infrastructure, and
the quality of industry interac on,
which also includes placements.
Many of these are obviously interrelated. If you ask me the most
remarkable things of my period at
IFIM, I would name the faculty and
the curriculum. It seems, IFIM is
doing much be er on all the fronts
now making it amongst the top-50 in
the country. This makes all of us
oldies very proud indeed.

Q10. Tell us one of your IFIM student life secrets and
ps, which can be shared with the future aspirants?
Perseverance pays. I was a Hindi medium student, and
had some diﬃculty in the ini al trimester, especially
during the presenta ons. Unfortunately, much to my
chagrin, one of my batch mates once made a sarcas c
remark in this respect. Somehow me passed, and I
started performing much be er. This all is distant past,
but I s ll take inspira on from that episode.
Q11. How would you like to give back to society and
what are your future plans? Any sugges on/guidance
for the future aspirants?
I am fortunate to be a part of one of the largest social
security organiza on in the world. I always tell myself
and my colleagues that if we do our work with sincerity
and honesty, we are anyways fulﬁlling a very basic need
of the society. For others also, I would like to say that
world will become a be er place if we start asking

ourselves how we can give back and not the other way
round that how society should care for us. Let’s know
our fundamental du es before demanding our
fundamental rights.
Q12. Could you share with us a li le informa on about
your family and hobbies?
My wife is a home maker. In past, she has worked as an
ac ve stock trader, but she seldom gets me now due to
pre-occupa on with my younger daughter, who is mildly
spas c. She also likes her gym sessions and recently
completed the 11 km mini-marathon organized by IIM,
Indore successfully. My elder daughter is 10 and
younger one is 4. I don’t speak much, but my daughters
more than compensate for that. As for my hobbies, I love
reading (it can be anything, though I’m biased towards
ﬁc on. However, I end up reading non-ﬁc on more
o en than I wish.), watching movies, and listening
predominantly to old Hindi songs while taking my daily
walk.

Alumni Connect: In conversa on with Ms. Suseela Gadi
Name: Ms. Suseela Gadi
Designa on: Analyst – Customer Insights
Organiza on: Op mal Strategix Group
Work Experience: 8 months
Program/Batch: PGDM (2013-15)
Q3: Is industry work diﬀerent from
what you learn at B-schools/ IFIM?
Q1. Tell us about your domain and
your work pro ile?
I work for a market research and
consulting company. The projects are
mainly related to primary research of
health care devices. I along with my
team, get involved from end to end
management of the project, which
involves designing questionnaire,
launching the survey, analyzing the
data and inally presenting it to the
client.
Q2: Can you please brie ly tell us
about your career path so far?
Considering the short span of my
management career, I would still say
that the journey has been exciting. A
lot of on-the-job learning happens at
work place and I have always tried my
best to keep pace with it.

Yes, though the concepts of the
subject/s still remains at the core, the
work type de initely diﬀers. I would
like to add here that soft skills which
have been nurtured at B-schools play
a major role at the work place.

I would say that PGDM programme
has been a game changer in my life.
Professionally, it has added a lot of
value in terms of learning new things
and its application. On the personal
front also, I have started to look at life
diﬀerent by, started walking ahead
with lot of positive attitude and sheer
determination.

Q4. From you experience,
please share how did your
internship experience
help you at your irst job?
Internship has given me a
better understanding of
work type as well as the
industry expectations.
Q5. How do you think your
MBA/PGDM program has
added value to your life,
both professional life and
social/personal life?
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Q6: You must have spent memorable time at IFIM.
Do you miss being a part of it? Please share a few
good memories?
I really had spent memorable time at IFIM and de initely
miss being a part of it, but everything has to go ahead and
cannot stop at one moment. There are a lot of sweet
memories attached to IFIM – have had the best of friends
here, the PEP sessions have always been fun and lot to
learn simultaneously. I thoroughly enjoyed the wellness
sessions (mind freshener ones), dance programmes,
what not, the list would go endless. Most importantly,
being a gold medal awardee, which I never thought of in
my wildest dream. IFIM means a lot to me.
Q7. What was your initial thought process when you
joined IFIM?
I came in with an open mind, but I received more than
what I expected. The course curriculum has been
designed in a way apt for learning and making a person
industry ready. The people are so warm and friendly.

Q8. Brie ly take us through your life at IFIM campus,
both academic and non-academic life?
During my PG days, I spent most of my time at campus
itself. As I mentioned earlier, I loved everything that
happened at IFIM. The best way to put is probably I never
got tired of coming to the campus and was eagerly
waiting for the weekend to get over to be back to the
campus. It says all how much I enjoyed being an IFIMite

Q9. You are a proud alumni of this top B-school. What
is the best part of this B-school from a student
perspective?
I would say that this school tries it best to make a person a
perfect professional and gives you that opportunity and
shows the way. We as students should take complete
advantage of it and design our career.

Q10. Tell us one of your IFIM student life secrets and
tips, which can be shared with the future aspirants?
PEP sessions are integral and should be taken very
seriously. Apart from that a little hard work is what
everyone should invest upon.
Q11. How would you like to give back to society and
what are your future plans? Any
suggestion/guidance for the future aspirants?
I would de initely want to give back to the society but as
I said earlier, I am still in the initial phase and would
take 2-3 years' time to do something (mostly for the
children) by which I can bring an impactful positive
change in the society.

Q12. Could you share with us a little information
about your family and hobbies?
I am married and have a daughter, who is 4 years old.
Apart from my parents, my husband and in-laws have
been extremely supportive. I would owe a major part of
my success to
my husband
for constantly
encouraging
me. Last but
not the least, I
cannot inish
without
mentioning my
daughter who
has been so
cooperative in
every sense
and allowed
me to do
everything I
could.
I have been a national level basketball player. I love
playing it for hours together. Also, I am a trained
classical dancer.

Prof. Shaji Kurien Conducted a session
as guest speaker at Indian Institute of
Plantation Management on “Behavioral
Dimensions of Eﬀective Selling for
Territory Managers” of DCM Shriram
Hyderabad
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IFIM Business School partners with University of
Wollongong, Australia and ALBA Graduate Business
School, Greece for International Immersion and
Outbound Exchange
“At IFIM Business School we believe in providing holistic and
contemporary management education to our students with global
perspective. To facilitate this we have designed Inbound and
Outbound Exchange Programmes. These programmes widen
students’ perspectives and help them understand the dynamics of
management in other countries. IFIM provides opportunities to
international exchange students to undertake one term at the
campus. This programme oﬀers students new perspectives and a
greater understanding of emerging economies.”
Dr Satish Kumar,
Dean – Research & International Relations
at IFIM Business School
With Outbound Exchange at IFIM, students gain global perspective into management and a chance to network with people around
the globe. They also get to participate in programs with top ranked B-schools from across the world. This also provides them with
opportunities to get Joint Certiﬁcation both from IFIM and
International partner University.
In this regard IFIM Business School has recently signed up two
more MOUs with leading B-Schools and Universities across the
globe - University of Wollongong Australia and ALBA Graduate
Business School, Greece. With the aim of internationalizing
academic programs, the MOUs also encourage exchange of
students, exchange of faculty members and joint research
activities.
The other international partners of IFIM Business School include ESC Rennes Business School France, University of Applied Sciences
Lubeck, Germany, Virginia Commonwealth University USA,
Manchester Metropolitan University UK, University of Bicocca Italy,
Plymouth University UK, and Nanyang Technological University
Singapore.
Students will gain very useful international experience by studying with individuals from diverse backgrounds and cultures, getting
short- term consulting assignments and research projects from the companies abroad. It helps prepare students for leadership
positions in MNCs and Global companies.

Asst. Prof. Mahaboob Subani
from IFIM College presented a
paper at a National Conference
in Tamil Nadu at Islamiah College
on February 1, 2016.
His topic was the ‘In uence
of women authors in modern
Hindi poems and literature’
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IFIM Business School faculty Dr. Sridevi V and Dr. Sasmita Giri attend
a two-day workshop on “Applied Econometrics for Business and Finance”
at XIME, Bangalore on January 12-13, 2016.
The resource persons were Prof. K. R. Shanmugam, Director
and Professor at Madras School of Economics (MSE) and Dr. P.
Srinivasan is an Assistant Professor of Economics & Finance at
(XIME), Bangalore.
The workshop was beneﬁcial to researchers in providing
exposure in applied ﬁnancial econometrics, computer
applications and empirical analysis. Besides, the workshop

provided a platform to learn the developments in theoretical
tools and empirical methods with special focus on Bivariate
and Multivariate models and Time-Varying Conditional
Variance models in business, ﬁnance and economic research.
The methodology of the workshop involved hands-on
instruction on empirical applications using relevant software
E-Views.

The IFIM Music Club has initiated its 2016 activities by starting music classes for
students. 15 students have already signed up. The sessions are for 2 hours duration
each and take place once a week. This wonderful initiative is supported by Col. Vijay
Bakshi Sir and Prof. Raj Chakraborty. The music instructor and Guide, Mr. Floyd has
more than 5 years’ experience and plays many instruments including Guitar,
Keyboard and Drums. Vocal skills are also taught at the music class.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Varun Suram, Cultural Vice President of Student Council
2015-17 said “Besides just studying all or only reading books, I am glad
IFIM is encouraging us to Horne diﬀerent extre-curricular skills like
music. Understanding rhythm and learning an instrument helps an
individual develop intrinsically as well. Many studies done also show it
leads to positive outlook and brings order to life.”
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IFIM Business School students visit ‘Mindtree’ to gain insight into the
world of Corporate Social Responsibility
As soon as the students stepped into the campus of Mindtree, they were very impressed with the technology,
campus, employee engagement and hospitality.
SESSION 1
• Students came to know how Mindtree works on the theory of Sustainability Framework.
Their Framework are implemented in 3 areas• Workplace Sustainability
• Governance & Advocacy
• Ecological Sustainability
SESSION 2
The presentation started with I Got Garbage (IGG) an initiative of Mindtree. It was all about Solid waste management and
waste-picker lives. It mainly involves in low-cost processing of waste, segregation of Dry, Wet and Reject waste. We got
information on the Waste-Picker livelihood where their average salary ranges from Rs.12000-Rs.25000 and there managerial
levels also with respect to them. They provide Door-to-door collection, community composting, dry waste center, and
compost at home services. Mind tree is in plans to launch an app in order to make the waste-picker as well as customer Job
easy.
SESSION 3
Later we heard from Mrs. Latitha who deals with various initiatives and programmers run by Mindtree for children education
and development of the society. Mind tree is sponsoring for poor children education, women, helping disabled, mentally
challenged people and provide scholarships to them.
Some of their initiatives are• Shikshana
• Agastya
• edZilla
• AMBA
• Gram Tarang
• Udaan
• Goong
• ADITI
Mindtree carries on 2 additional programs1) Joy of Giving carried on 2nd November, where they give children wish cards and fulﬁll their wishes.
2) The second is on the anniversary of Mindtree i.e., on 18th August where they organize a blood donation campaign and
Stem Cell Registry which is used to prevent cancer.
SESSION 4
Last person to speak was one of the founders of Mind Tree Mr. Partha, who shared his experiences and answered our
questions with respect to CSR activities. He said initially they developed a school which 100km far from Mind Tree oﬃce as
someone has written to it to help the school. He added that he doesn’t actually believe in signing cheques and shelling out
money to NGO’s rather he wish to do something personally from their money in terms of money and sharing knowledge.
Initially only 4 employees were interested in sharing their knowledge to poor children but now there are 40 people. But it’s still
only 10% of the employees and it is yet to motivate other 90% employees in the company. Out of all the information and
knowledge gained from the Conference at Mind tree one point which I am personally involved in and got to know from Mind
tree is gifting children. Children write their wishes on a piece of paper and each mind tree employee receives one and they
purchase or sponsor those to children. Which I believe can be implemented within ourselves.
It was a very diﬀerent and knowledgeable experience for me as well as for my whole CSR team who not only got to know how
an organization carries on their initiative but also how they do involve themselves in all the initiatives for the betterment of the
society, their organization and satisfy themselves. I along with my CSR team thank Dr. Madhumita Chatterjii for giving us this
opportunity.
-By Akanksha Apurva, VP C.S.R, Student Council (PGDM 2015-17)
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AURA 2016

The Grand Success: IFIM College Fest

Celebrates Management & Cultural Vibrancy

Fests are some of the happening events
of the city that warm up the
surroundings and create a hustle-bustle
in youngsters. The inauguration of
AURA 2016, an intercollegiate fest by
IFIM college was held for two days and
was attended by artists like Mr. Riaz
Basha, India’s no 1 multi-lingual
MC/Speaker who has entertained a
million of audiences all over through
radio,television and stage shows. Also
one of the well-known Bangalore an
singer Mr. Rinosh George and wrapper
/writer Karthik Gubbi had set ﬁre on the
stage with their outstanding
p e r fo r m a n c e s a n d h a d l e f t t h e
audience overwhelmed with joy.
Director – University Education’s Prof. M.
S. Lakshmi Narayanan, Principal Dr. D. M.
Deshpande and the Secretary, CDE
Mr. Sanjay Padode presided over the
function. The fest was attended by 30
colleges in and around Bangalore with
the presence of more than 500 students
in the campus on 29th and 30th of
January. They participated in more than
20 competitions and contests. The
highlights of the fest were Battle of
bands, fashion show, group dance and
many more. There were also interesting
contests like cook without ﬁre, Mad ads,
treasure hunt, karaoke, business quiz
etc.
The committee responsible for the fest
hooked up a variance in their strategy of
sponsors and participants by creating
their own website for the event, making
twitter and instagram accounts and
facebook page also with an android
application called ‘beewise’ created by
Jishnu Mohan and Padmabhushan Pati
who are pursuing BCA from the college.
They promoted the fest through preevents held on 16th and 17th of January
such as street cricket and street football
in which around 15-20 teams
participated from diﬀerent colleges
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along with local teams. The motto was
to create awareness among all about
the fest and the hard work they had
done for it. The college principal stated
that “The idea is to make the fest a brand
in itself and make children participate
more and understand the importance
of the opportunity given. This would
help them in their future as an
experience and also help make this a
grand success”.
Also workshops on Game
Development & Digital Marketing were
conducted for the students by various
companies in order to promote their
work and support the fest. The eye
catching events were the bands that
made every person bang their head
along, the fashion show that rocked the
stage and the budding talents who
danced and made everyone groove to
their ﬂow. There were also competitions
that took place during the noon time
consisting a division in the courses and
their innovative events. The BBA &

BCOM department had management
events in human resource, marketing,
ﬁnance and best manager and the all
rounder was Christ University who took
away the prizes. The BCA department
divided their events into two Gaming
and IT which consisted of Counter Strike
and NFS also Web designing, Coding &
Debugging, and had a tough time
deciding the winners. BA(journalism)
department had three events namely
Twistiﬁer, DJ Chatter and Sigmund
Spoof which was quite entertaining. All
the events turned to be interesting and
challenging for the students and a
number of them took initiative and got
involved in it.
At the end of two days of an
enthusiastic programme a ‘rock n roll’
was a treat for all those who spent days
working for the fest to take it till the
seventh heaven.
By - Victoria Chacko
BA(J) 2nd year
IFIM College

Dr. Pooja Basnett, an esteemed faculty member at
IFIM College, gets featured in Sikkim Express Newspaper.
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Students of IFIM College participated in NSS Special Camp for Environmental
Conservation from 21st Jan, 2016 to 27th Jan, 2016.
The camp took place at Ragihalli Grama Panchayat limits, and
involved activities like planting saplings on either side of the
road, installing tree-guards and learning more about India’s
biodiversity. This activity was held under Samsad Adarsha Grama
Yojana, Central Govt of India in association with Adamya
Chetana, ‘Annapurna’ BBMP SamudhayaBhavana, Gavipura,
Guttahalli, Kempegowdanagar.
Adamya Chetana, an NGO, with its oﬃce in Kempegowda Nagar,
Bengaluru is feeding around 2 lakh under-privileged needy
school children. The special feature of Adamya Chetana kitchen
is usage of renewable, fossil free-bio fuel and is a zero garbage
kitchen which is appreciated at international platforms for ecofriendly practices.
The NSS Unit of IFIM College planned its Special Camp for the
academic year 2015-2016 from 21st Jan, 2016 to 27th Jan, 2016
at Ragihalli Grama Panchayat limits in association with Adamya
Chetana under Samsad Adarsha Grama Yojana. Planting saplings
on either side of the road and putting tree-guards was the task
taken up. The camp had a humble beginning on 21st Jan 2016
with the enclosed list of students. On 25th Jan 2016, the oﬃcials
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of Adamya Chetana visited the camp and expressed their
satisfaction with the work we were doing. The Principal and few
other staﬀ members were also a part of this oﬃcial programme
which had a large coverage on local media. The schedule for the
days started from 7am and ended only at 10pm. Talks by Dr.
Tejeswini Anantha kumar, Mr. Vidya Shankar, a senior ﬁnancial
journalist, our own Dr. Geetanjali, Prof Sirisha K were the few who
addressed our students about the importance of seva. Prof
Ramesha C, Prof Vandana Srivastava, Prof Reena Chopra, Prof
Lakshmi Saranya and Prof Vrushali Manohar were few who
visited and motivated the students for the same. Prof Ambanna S
Madabhavi was the co-camp oﬃcer who stayed throughout the
camp being an inspiration. The students were exposed to the
rural community and their ways of living. They were also
oriented into community living by helping themselves. They
were made to prepare some food for themselves. It was a ﬁrst
time kind of an experience to almost all of them.
By the end of the camp, a profound kind of bonding was created
among students. They are inspired to take up more work of this
kind. Our work was well appreciated by the villagers and the
oﬃcials of Adamya Chetana.

IFIM Business School student
Mr. Prabhu Ebenezer won the rst prize
at a paper presentation conference on
Women, Health and Identity, held in
Jaipur. He presented on the topic: A
management perspectiveon Emotional
Stability among women- Anecdotes of
Urmila from Ramayana.

The IFIM Business School Entrepreneurship - Cell began the
celebration of Entrepreneurship awareness program between
15th-19th of February 2016.
The Boot camp program was introduced to the students and the
faculty by LEDMAC. The Entrepreneurship Boot camp is an
intensive program designed for individuals seeking to think and
act more entrepreneurially. This boot camp is organized and
coordinated through IFIM E-cell in association with Chicago
booth. The events are anchored by a 5-day Bootcamp for
budding entrepreneurs in collaboration with LEDMAC (London
Education Management Consultants Limited). This program will
result in a UK certiﬁcation (in association with Chicago - Booth)
for participants completing program. The all day events will kick
start with the Bootcamp and end with fun ﬁlled activities
organized by the E-Cell members.
The emphasis of this boot camp program by Ledmac conducted
by e-cell in IFIM business school is all about creating the
innovative idea for a better world into a reality.
Ledmac taught the students the basics of ﬁnding out the roots of
entrepreneurship and discovering the talent that is in you to
pursue your dream. Participants were taught the seven tests of
entrepreneurial opportunity that involves the realisation of

opportunity and how it can be exploited.
The boot camp began with the inaugral session that was all
about why the boot camp was needed and what was to expect
of boot camp. The participants were soon divided into 7 teams
for the challenge that was later explained.
Thereafter, there was an Interactive Videocon (skype session)
with Madhur Srivatsa, one of the founders of Madbid where the
budding entrepreneurs were shown a gist of the entrepreneurial
world. Participants were also given a challenge of creating an
India launch plan for Madbid UK which has to be presented on
the ﬁnal day of the boot camp.
Soon after, Ms. Aamna from Ledmac then talked about how to
create a business plan and the factors that aﬀect it followed by a
Videocon by Alfonso who explained in detail the critical
elements of entrepreneurship. The day 1 of boot camp ended on
a high note and things are looking up for the soon to be
entrepreneurs who are yet to rule the world.
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IFIM Business Analytics Team organized a two-day hands-on
workshop on ‘Business Analytics and Big Data’ in Sri Lanka
on 20th and 21st January 2016
The Institute of Certiﬁed Management Accountants (CMA) of Sri Lanka and Certiﬁed Professional Managers (CPM) in
association with IFIM Business School, Bangalore, India with support from Association of Management Development
Institutions of South Asia (AMDISA) organized a two-day hands-on workshop on ‘Business Analytics and Big Data’.
The workshop was held from Wednesday, 20th January to Thursday, 21st January 2016 at Distance Learning Centre,
28/10, Malalasekara Mawatha, Colombo 7.
Businesses have realized that analytics is an important driver for proﬁtability, return on investment and operational
eﬃciency of all organizations, now and in future. Of late, e-commerce, web analytics, M-commerce and social media
analytics have also gained huge momentum. To capture competitive advantage, in addition to traditional analytics
knowledge, organizations are looking for professionals with big data analytics skill sets. With this in mind, this
workshop was designed for business analytics practitioners and academia from ﬁnance, accounting, operations, retail,
marketing, HR, IT, and others who were interested in understanding how analytics tools – with emphasis on big data
analytics tools – improve decision-making process.
The workshop primarily focused on hands-on training with data-driven techniques both exploratory and predictive
analytics tools –for mining business data. Following topics were discussed:
• Evolution of Business Analytics form Analytics 1.0 to Analytics 3.0 (Big data analytics techniques)
• Hypothesis-driven culture based on Statistical tools vs. Data-driven techniques
• Market Segmentation and Clustering
• Predictive analytics
• Decision Trees
• Forecasting Models :Time series Models
• Hands-on Practice on Rattle® based UI) and SPSS
Participants were
walked through
some analytics
applications for
b u s i n e s s
problems in
marketing and
CRM, retail,
banking and
ﬁnance, telecom,
HR etc. In
addition, they were exposed to big data world –in particular to web analytics and E-commerce analytics.

Dr. Satish Kumar’s paper on
”Growth and Prospects of Private Label Brands in Indian Retail Industry”
gets published in the International Journal ‘Vidwat’
Dr. Satish Kumar, Dean – Research and International Relations at IFIM Business School published a research paper
titled: “Growth and Prospects of Private Label Brands in Indian Retail Industry” co-authored by Dr. Balanaga
Gurunathan and Mr. Venkat Kista Reddy. It was well appreciated and published in Vidwat-The Indian Journal of
Management with ISSN No: ISSN-0975-055X Volume 9, Issue 1, Jan-June 2016.
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